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Riemann surfaces have been constructed and the properties of the relevant abelian differentials of the third kind hare been investigated. The algebras with central extension may
play important roles in string theory and conform*] field* theory |3|. tn the paper |4], we
have distcused the tuperconformal algebra with three poles without central term. Now, in
this note, we will eoneetrate upon the corresponding super version of the algebra of meromorphic vector field with multipole* and the central term on Riemann sphere. First, we

SUPERCONFORMAL ALGEBRA
AND CENTRAL EXTENSION OF MEROMORPH1C VECTOR FIELDS
WITH MULTIPOLES ON SUPER-RIEMANN SPHERE •

will construct the superconformal algebra of meromorphic vector fields with tnultipoles on
super Riemann sphere. Secondly, we will construct an abelian differential of the third kind
and use it to introduce the concept of Euclidean time and to give a picture of interaction
of superstring.
As the super version of Riemann Roch theorem has not been well understood, we
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will use A - —1, and X = —j differentials, which given in the reference [l], to tunslrmt
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the superconformal algebra of the meromorphic vector fields with mullipoles on super

and

complex supermanifold with a supereonformal structure. And the class of superconformal

Rieniann sphere. According to Giddings and Nelson[5], super Riemann surface is a l|l

structures is the class of lupereomplex structures in addition to the requirement that the
Kai-WcnXu"

transition functions be analytic and satisfy extra condition
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where Za = fafi(Zfi,«g),0a
The superconformal algebras of meromorphic vector fields with mullipoles, the centra!
extension and (he relcvani abelian differential of the third kind on super Ricntann sphere were
constructed. The background of our iheory is concerned with the interaction of closed superstrings.

=

In our case, we chose N-different points P,{i = 1,2, ...,N)

with local coordinate

W i ) = 0,0;(Pi) = 0 on super Riemann sphere, here

Z = U!| = UJ) + I j = ... = UJJV-1 + IJV-1 = - 1
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this gluing conditions obviously satisfy (1). By use of A = - 1 and A = - \ differentials in
addition to the requirement (2), we can introduce a basis H^ and G'r{i = 1,2, ...,N - 1)
To be siibrnntid fur publication.
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of superfields with multipoles on super Riemann sphere, which in neighborhoods of the

T

T

points P, will have the following form:
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Let H'n , G1^ be the central extension form of H\, G\ respectively, then the relations
of the algebra with central term is following]
(4)

here n > 2,
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With respect to the basis H n , Cj., we can get the following algebra relations:

In the paper [5), a ( y , O)-trpe holomorphic luperdifferential is defined as;

( (2m
t--l

n+l

(7)

r+l

where r) — dt + 9d6
Prom that we define an abelian differential of the third kind with mullipoles on super
Riemann sphere as

where 1 j * ;,

where C, is a constant, / ( j ) it a holomorphic function.

: , j = 1,2,..., N - 1,

Using the abeliM) differential, according to the method of Krichever and Novikov |6|,
(8)

We can define the "Euclidean time" on super Riemaan sphere as
= Re / ' c

(H)

where /'o is an arbilary point, obviously, the function is univalent.
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After completion of this work, we receive the paper* of R. Dick [8] and M. Schlicheninaier |9j, they also got some results in the conformal case.

where H is Hamiltonian, Q is supenymmetry charge.
We define a one-parameter family CT of contour* a* follows
(16)

By a suitable choose of C\, we can get for ( -» - o o the contour CT being a small circle
KtirriKiiifling Z •-•• Zl,Zi,...,Zii
Z

Zi,!,...,ZN-

I —* +co the contours CT are small circles surrouiiding

This implies an interacting picture of closed superstrings. Imagine a

small circle surrounding P, be a closed superstring, then the following evolution of tlic
rirrle from ( —• - o o to ( —» +oo is equivalent to L closed superstring splitting into J V - i
closed superslrings.
Above, we have extended the results [lj to one kind of super case, Ramund sector.
For Neveu-Sehwarz sector of multipole*, a similar result will be obtained if one use such
a way to expand the half integer binomial of NS sector. It is clear that the background
of our theory concerns with the interaction of closed superstrings, so it is very interesting
to study the relations between the symmetry involving in our algebra and the symmetry

involving G. Feldcr [7|.The relation between \-differential
correlation (unction is under investigation.

with multipoles and N-point
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